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About This Game

It's always a bit stressful on graduation day. The uncertainty of the future, the excitement of endless possibilities, and of course
getting blown out of the sky by a weapon that should no longer exist. Welcome to Earth in the 24th century.

Nuclear Powered Toaster is a 160,000 word interactive sci-fi novel by Matt Simpson, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Humanity is a pale shadow of its former glory after two nuclear wars and living under the constant threat of orbital attack.
You…won't really be able to change any of that, but if you play your cards right, you might just live to see another sunrise, and

possibly even unravel a sinister plan!

 Play as smuggler Alexi Beaumont, or superpowered government agent Fiorella Branford for two distinct experiences.

 Meet new and interesting people on Duck Mountain, and try not to be incinerated by them!

 Team up with a henchman, an actor, or the solar system's oddest janitor.

 Uncover a global conspiracy and bring down a mysterious terrorist...if you can.

 Resolve situations with wits, force, or just harness the erratic power of pure insanity.
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 Endeavor to keep on good terms with your comrades, or risk turning an ally into an enemy!

Comedy, action, and a pinch of absurdity await those who board the Nuclear Powered Toaster!
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An interesting and, at times, genuinely challenging game. Maybe a bit overpriced for the playtime you get out of it though..
Funny and relaxing.... Legitimately had more fun here than i did watching the overwatch trailers, even though this is just a
model viewer with animations and voice clips. Engaging characters go a long way.. Good collection of Capcom beat em ups.
Online could be better but this is a solid time especially with friends.. A fantastic game. Only issue is the lack of players, All you
Battledome players need to buy this!!! I know this is a short review but I want to hop back in, may update this later and go more
in depth.. huge fan of the dead rising series. i wanted to love this game but it is beyond broken. i did enjoy it while it lasted even
though it's a total detour from original dead rising mechanics and gameplay but i had to delete it twice. i forgot why i had the
first time so i reinstalled it and it crashed after loading up and i thought "hmm..maybe it's a fluke". next time it lets me actually
get into my saved game and i got about 4 minutes in before it crashed and realized why i deleted it before.. I'll be honest: I
really, REALLY want to like this visual novel. Unfortunately, even after I completed the canon route (took ~4.5 hours from
zero to reach 100% completion on my end), I couldn't help but to feel the entire experience is more underwhelming than I had
expected it to be. To highlight:

The could-be-improved:

 The premise is interesting, but unfortunately, the execution itself suffer from pacing and underdevelopment issues.
While Ciel's and the canon route flow quite well, Julie's route and the final parts of the canon route feel very rushed. The
climax of the canon route also feels...well, anticlimatic, leaving a certain sense of lack of closure\/satisfaction. The
supposed romance also feels abrupt\/shoved, and the heroines' story is underdeveloped as we only hear what their story is
from they told Arthur, not from their line of thought\/point of view. At least the story itself doesn't add unnecessary
padding\/filler.

 Underwhelming action sequences for the most part, likely due to the visual presentation. I actually hoped that they
would have their own unique event CGs, or at least have character sprites for the mob characters\/enemies. Furthermore,
considering Ren'Py engine's ATL capability, they could've put more use on the feature to make the action sequences feel
more lively.

 Messy scene composition outside of event CGs. This is personal preference as a hobbyist artist, but I feel that the
otherwise stellar visual assets are dimnished by how some of the background depicting location\/time is just slapped together
with character sprites without taking note of aspects such as the horizon, resulting in awkward placement.

 Abrupt transitions between certain scenes, somewhat ruining the pacing as well.

 Typos, albeit minor.

 Accuracy aside (which I cannot comment on because I don't have much knowledge on it), the bits about weaponry as such
could probably be framed in better manner than expository-style that makes it look like the writer is blatantly showing off
their knowledge on the matter xD;. Personal preference, though.
The good:

 Regardless of my complaint about the scene composition above, I agree with everyone else that the visual aspect of
this VN is top-notch...

 ...as is the soundtrack.

 Underdevelopment aside, the characters don't feel flat and managed to pick my interest as characters instead of
mere "types", which is good. Personally like Ciel's route due to the constant jabs the characters throw at each other.

 The "sleeping darts" running gag is darkly hilarious. Sorry, Arthur.
This is -not- to say the visual novel itself is bad; there is no doubt it is stellar in terms of graphics and soundtrack.
Rather, some things (especially execution of the story) are just not my cup of tea, and others may actually find it
enjoyable. As such, I still recommend people to give it a try regardless of my personal experience on this.
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I like the game very much. Get it now, thank me later. Avernum is a classic old school RPG. The game is massive, with lots of
dungeons, encounters, towns and quests. Expect to drop 40+ hours completing it, if not more. There are multiple endings, and
lots of plot.

All in all, if you like detailed turn based RPGs in the classic mode, this is absolutely a game for you. on top of that, the low cost
makes it an excellent buy, especiall considering the amount of time a playthough of this game can take.. I love the concept of
this as John Carpenter's The Thing is my favorite movie, but when there is no one playing, you just wish the game had basic
bots to play against.. la verdad no me gusto un carajo.
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